
 

 
 

UPDATE ON U.S. EPA INSPECTOR-GENERAL’S REPRIMAND RE: OHIO 

FACTORY “FARM” REGULATIONS  
 

 

Recently, the Toledo Blade reported that an official U.S. EPA Inspector General “Hotline Report” 

reprimanded its Region 5 for not responding to a citizen complaint filed in 2011 that alleged the Ohio 

Department of Agriculture (ODA) illegally assumed authority to issue permits for factory “farms.” 

 

Advocates for a Clean Lake Erie (ACLE) members and Wood County residents Vickie and Larry 

Askins and Jack Firsdon, filed a “Citizen Withdrawal Petition” with Region 5 that year, challenging 

whether the transfer of regulatory authority from the OEPA to the ODA adhered to federal regulations in 

the Clean Water Act requiring U.S. EPA approval of any such transfer.  

 

Vickie Askins explained that “In 2000, the legislature passed SB 141 at the urging of the Ohio Farm 

Bureau, to transfer authority for regulating these so-called factory ‘farms’ from the OEPA to the ODA.  

Our Withdrawal Petition challenges the fact that the ODA took over that authority without getting the 

required approval of the USEPA.  It says right in 40 CFR § 123.62, that ‘the new agency is not 

authorized to administer the program until approved by the (U.S. EPA) administrator.’” 

 

“It’s been 19 years that this entire industry in Ohio has not only been in legal limbo, but has operated 

with extremely lax regulation. With no pun intended, the situation stinks to high heaven!” Askins 

exclaimed. 

 

ODA has since issued hundreds of permits for factory “farms” containing millions of animals. Waste 

from these animals has been identified as a major source of the nutrients fueling Lake Erie’s yearly 

harmful algal blooms. 

 

“Then-Attorney General, Mike De Wine acknowledged in his Statement of Legal Authority that 

transferring authority from the OEPA to the ODA needed ‘approval of the program submission by the 

U.S. EPA,’” said Askins, “so we want to know why this illegal scheme continues now under Governor 

Mike DeWine?” 

 

Pointing to a major loophole in ODA’s permitting program, Askins pointed to a “distribution and 

utilization” method for manure which allows animal waste to be sold by factory “farm” operators to 

third-party “manure brokers,” with little accountability for what eventually happens to it. 

 

“To show how Region 5 operates,” Askins concluded, “we’ve not received a response to our Citizen 

Withdrawal Petition in over eight years.  We only heard about the Hotline Report from a Bloomberg 

Law reporter.  Reading it, we were shocked to learn that Region 5 did not plan to communicate with us 

until after the issue was resolved.  This is not just negligence, it is downright contempt for citizens.” 
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http://www.toledoblade.com/local/environment/2019/05/24/Audit-calls-out-U-S-EPA-for-foot-dragging-in-Ohio-s-CAFO-permitting-program/stories/20190524006
http://www.advocatesforacleanlakeerie.org/
http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/903.05
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/40/123.62
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/9267e0_cc69e2fa755c448588c7ee872e2f3760.pdf


 

Mike Ferner, ACLE coordinator called the issue “an ongoing scandal hidden in plain sight that shows 

how corporate interests have thoroughly corrupted our political process.” 
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